
 
 

Investigation and Treatment Procedures and Treatment Flowchart on Campus Injury or Sexual Harassment  

Note﹕
1. This flowchart is created according to the gender equality education law, campus injury or sexual harassment criteria. 

2. Schools of each level should adjust the responsible unit under each mode regarding the differences of organizations,  

whereas the unit which has been explicated required by law is not included. 

3. In  chart A: black full line is investigation treatment procedure; B: blue and red dotted lines are the procedures  

of application for reconsideration; C green dotted line is relief.  

4. The flowchart indicates the marching direction in the order of number： 

(1)  A1 （A1-1）  A2  A3  A4  A5  A6  A7 

(2) B1  B2（B2-1）  B3（B3-1）  B4  B5  B6  B7 

(3) B1  B2-2  B3-2  B4-2  B5-2  
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1. Whether it is a“campus” case  

2. Do not accept as required by laws 

(Clause 29, Gender Equality Law) 

3. Whether it has governance right (when 

the actor acts) 

 

No 

A1-1-

School  
1.  Security center in military training office is the unit which accepts appeals (07-8034727) (The application for reconsideration due to refusal to obey is filed to gender equality education committee) (Notify rights and 

resources and notify whether it is accepted within 20 days). 

2.  Notify education administrative authority (safety notification system of the school) and local family violence and sexual harassment prevention and control center as required by laws (113 extension, within 24 hours). 

3.  Coordinate administrative matters in terms of investigation or application for reconsideration(launch gender equality education, administrative matters, labor, work division, expenditure, etc). 

4.  Crisis treatment and media PR) (single speech window), consultation and instruction, resource transfer. 

5. Execute the punishment or application for reconsideration (or dismiss) (including the notice given to the concerned party, the actor and the prosecutor). 

6.  Manage file, report and follow-up instruction when the case is settled.  
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Gender Equality Education Committee decides whether to set up 
investigation team.  

1. （If so） Organize investigation team as required by law.  
（3 or 5 people make up this team according to  clause 30 gender equality law and  clause 15 
of the rules） 
2. Investigation team completes investigation report (Within 2 months or extend till 4 month). 
3. If the case is true through validation, the proposals of punishment will be otherwise 

forwarded.  
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1. Have reasons of applying for 

reconsideration  

2. Investigation fact or procedure 
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evidence  

Competent authority which has punishment right 
◎ Student reward and punishment committee (Target at students) 
◎ Teacher evaluation/achievement examination committee (Target at teacher) 
◎ Personnel evaluation/achievement examination committee(Target at staff)  
◎ Others（The other responsible unit entrusted by the school） 
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Various appeal evaluation and appeal committee in the school 
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A7 No (Re) application for reconsideration or relief  

 

B7/B5-2/C4 No（Re）application for reconsideration or relie 

（1）Reasons are described in 1and 1 item and 
notified to the applicant or prosecutor 
(within 20 days) 

（2） Notice the person who has governance 
rights（within 7 days ） 
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Any questions about this reference drawing consult the gender equality education committee. 07-8060505-1351


